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Lagrange's Mean ValueTheorem

Statemeat. 1f thefuzctionf{x) be so defatedthat

) f(x) is contiuous at every peint af tte clesz interva



(i) S'(x) exists at every pointJ the open interval

there is a value c ofxfor which

val a<x<b,
ther

b-a

where a<C<b.
Proof. Let us consider the function p(); where

o-S)-o)- b)-fa).
It is given that f(x) is continuous in asxsb and

continuous. We know that the algebraic sum of contin also

tions is also continuous.

(1)

(b-x) isalsoinuous func-

Hence pa) nust be continuous in a<xsb.

Differentiating (1) with respect to x, we get

C)--f)4JO)-Sa)
b-a (2)

It is given that s'() exists in a<x<b. Therefore, o'() must
exist in a<x<b.

Putting x=a in (1), we get

e()-)-f)- s6)-fay
Sb)-fa)-{S)-Na)} =0.

Again, putting x=b in (1), we get

o)-6)-S6)- )-f)} =0.

Pa)=M).
Hence the function o(x) under consideration satisfies all the condi

tions of Rolle's theorem,

viz., () iscontinuous in [a, b],
o) exists in Ja, bM,

ola)=o(b).

Hence, by Rolle's theorcm, there exists a value x*c,
where ae<b, at which p'(c)=0. 6)

Putting x=c in (2), weget

-S)40)-So.

b-a



Om-f'lc)-O)Ja, from (3)
baof

sb)-1@'(¢).
b-aof



Taylor's Theorem

Statement. fa function f(x) is defined in such a way that

() the (n-1)th derivative fn-1(x) exists and is continuous at ererypoint of theclosed interval asx<a+h,
(i) the nth derivative f"(x) exists at every point of the open

interval a<x<a-th, and
(tit) p is any given positive integer,

then there exists at least one umber, 0, ying between O and1 such that

la+h=fa)+hf"(a)+7S+...+ TT*O
h-1

+4(10)-
n-1) !pP f(a+-h).



Proof. Lct us onsidera funcion o() such that

21 (+.
(a+ )+A(a-+h-n-1)

=S)+(a+h-fa)+ (a+h-a

Where the constant A be such that
elo)=ola-+h).

Putting x=a in (I), we get

ota-S)+hf(a)+2l)+..+ -1 )+A
Again, putting r=at+h in (), we get ofaih)=f(a+h.
Substituting these two values in (2), we get

+if a)+1)+..t -1)T @+AP=fath

Itis given thatf-1{) is continuous in a<*<a+h. *

Therefore, fr), f). SC),... () must be continuous nasxsah.
Hence, from (1), o) is continuous in asxsath. TAgain o'(x) exists in a<x<ath.

Also o)=o(a+h). :
We find that o(t) satisfies ali the three conditions of Rolle'stheorem. Hence, in accordance with Rolle's theorem, there mustexist at least one number, 8, where 0 E 0, 1[, such that .

'a+eh)=0.
Differentiating (1) with respect to x, wegeta)=f)-S)+(at+h-)f()-(a+h-x)f*(*)

2.!

n-2)

=h )-Ap(a+h-x}P*,n-1)
Putting X=at9k, we get



o'la-0h) (n-1) f(a+0h)- Ah-1p(1-0)p-1
'(a+0h)=2**(1-0)n-1

O
-0)n-1

h
0) (a4-0h)- Ahp-1p(1-0)p-1, from (4)(n 1)!or

AhPp(1-9)7-1= **(1-0)n-1 a+eh)
of (n-1)!

or A
(1-0)-
(n-1) !p

fn(a+0h).
of

Snbstituting this value in (3), we get
hn-1

h(1-0 ola-t-eh).
n-1) !p

Hence the theorem is proved.


